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ABSTRACT

This paper will describe the design of a quaternary memory cell and a quaternary shift
register. The concept used here is based on multiple-valued logic algebra, which can be
extended to a design of other high radix memory cells and high radix shift registers. A
comparison of the quaternary memory cell and quaternary shift register with its binary
counterpart will be discussed. The reduction of device counts and interconnections in
quaternary systems promisses a good future in digital signal processing and
communication network design realized by VLSI technology.

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic shift register plays a very important role in digital filter realization. In particular,
when we implement a non-recursive digital filter, a tapped delay line would be exclusively
used to implement certain filter function. In this case a great number of memory elements
are connected in series and delayed versions of input signal are tapped from each memory
output. When implemented in VLSI environment this structure would cause some
problems. First, we have to scale down the dimentions of individual devices to
accommodate the filter on one chip or to keep the chip area as small as it reasonably
possible. Second, we have to cope with intricate connections within a chip and
interconnections between chips. However, scalling down device dimention would reach
the limit point where further reductions in the device dimentions may cause performance
degradation and yield problems. Furthermore, the information which could be processed
by a chip is proportional to the chip area, but information which could be transfered to the
chip by the connecting pins is proportional to the chip perimeter. Since the area of a chip
increases proportionally to the square of the chip perimeter, the chip perimeter (i.e. the
number of pins) becomes the limiting factor in the signal processing rather than the chip
area. In this case, reducing the connections and interconnections is not only significant but
it is necessary.



For many years, effort has been made to reduce connecting wires and to increase
information carried per signal line. Multiple-valued systems (MVL) possess such
possibility. Recently, multiple-valued ROM output circuits are commercially available(1),
such as 4-valued ROM’s, including the Intel 43203 and Intel 8087, etc (2)(3).

In this paper we introduce multiple-valued logic dynamic shift register, discuss the design
consideration based on MVL algebra and present computer simulation results. We also
will compare quaternary shift register with its binary counterpart and will propose some
application of quaternary shift register in digital signal processing and telecommunication
systems.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF MVL DYNAMIC MEMORY CELL

In order to design MVL shift register, it is necessary to briefly introduce mathematical
background of multiple-valued logic. Although there are several proposed MVL algebra,
they commonly use two basic operators: MAX and MIN(4) which are defined as follows:

Let A and B be logic variables whose range of values is ( 0, 1, 2,..., m-1), then

(1)

The complement gate is also used very often to simplify MVL circuits, which is defined as:

complement of  A  =  A&  =  (m!1)  !  A (2)

The notation for these MVL gates are shown in Figure 1.

As we know well, in binary case the basic building block for logic design are NAND gates
or NOR gates (AND gates or OR gates). These gates can be considered as the specific
case of MVL gates. In fact, if the MVL variable can only take two values, i.e. 0 or 1, then
the MIN gates will be degenerated to binary AND gates and MAX gates will be
degenerated to OR gates. In a same way as in binary case, we can use two MAX gates to
form MVL S-R flip-flop by simply cross-coupling them as shown in Figure 2(5).



The clocked MVL flip-flop can also be realized easily, (see Figure 3). Using two S-R flip-
flop and a symmetric ( two phase ) clock pair we can form MVL master-slave D flip-flop,
as shown in Figure 4.

Although this implementation offers delayed version of input signal and its complement, it
requires more connections as well as more devices. When the complement output is not
required the following implementation would be more attractive to us, because it requires
less number of connections and devices. Also it presents a general way to design a MVL
master-slave D-flip-flop and dynamic shift register.

According to its definition, the clocked memory cell is able to perform the function as in
Figure 5.

(3)

During SET mode, the memory cell can accept the logic level signal while in HOLD mode,
the cell will hold the logic value which has been taken during SET mode regardless of the
input signal changes or not. Using the notation we introduced above for MVL gates, this
leads to

(4)

TABLE 1 shows logic set conditions. Thus,

Y ( x, c )  =  [ x u c ] r [ y u c ] (5)

This is the basic equation for dynamic memory cell. According to this equation, the MVL
master-slave D-flip-flop can be formed as shown in Figure 6.

Note that for each memory cell we need a symmetric two phase clock pair in order to
implement SET mode and HOLD mode while in conventional cross-coupling memory cell
we only need one phase clock. However, this is not a disadvantage since when we form a
MVL master-slave D-flip-flop, the symmetric clok pair is needed in both implementations.

We compare the proposed realization and the conventional realization of MVL dynamic
memory cell as shown in TABLE 2. This comparison shows that by using the proposed
implementation of MVL dynamic memory cell we can reduce the number of gates by 30%
and the connections by 26% with respect to the conventional cross-coupling 



implementation. This advantage will become prominent when we use a great number of
these dynamic memory cells to process quaternary digital signal.

CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC AND COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS

We use two different semiconductor technologies to implement the MVL master-slave
D-flip-flop, i.e. GaAs MESFET and BJT.

First we discuss the GaAs MESFET technology. According to Tront(4), the GaAs
MESFET can be modeled by the JFET model contained in SPICE and MAX and MIN
gates can be implemented as shown in Figure 7. In the case shown in Figure 7 we have to
modify our basic equation for MVL D-flip-flop realization. The reason is that: First, in
order to use the gates in Tront’s paper, we have to deal with complement MAX gates and
complement MIN gates instead of MAX gates and MIN gates themselves. Second, we
should use less different types of gates for the sake of fabrication convenience. Third, as
Tront’s paper shows, the MAX and MIN gates have different rise ( fall ) time and
propagation time, which we list in TABLE 3.

Obviously, it is better to use complement MIN gates, since it operates faster than
complement MAX gates. Using MVL De Morgan’s theorem(6) we have

which leads to the block diagram for GaAs MESFET realization as shown in Figure 8.
This realization needs +5V and !5V power supply and two phase clock. The logic levels
are !4V, !3V, !2V, !1V representing 0, 1, 2, 3 respectively in quaternary system.

We used the same parameters for analysis as specified in Tront’s paper. The computer
simulation shows that for GaAs MESFET realization of master-slave memory cell the
maximum delay in worst case is 10ns, the highest possible clock frequency is 25MHZ and
the power consumption is 138mW. The input, output and the clock waveforms are shown
in Figure 9.

In using the BJT technology we form the basic MAX and MIN gates as shown in Figure
10 and TABLE 4. Although we can use the basic equation for MVL dynamic memory cell
developed early in this paper, i.e.

Y = [ X u C ] r [ Y u  C&  ] ,



We also can form the equation in another way. Examining TABLE 5, we can obtain
another form of basic equation for MVL dynamic shift register:

Y = [ X r C ] u [ Y  r  C&  ] , (7)

The voltage drop between base and emitter in bipolar junction transistor will vary due to
temperature and parameters. The noise exists in the electronic circuit, hence logic level
degradation will occur especially when we form a long tapped delay line where a great
number of such memory cells are connected in series. Therefore, we have to add one more
elmentary cell called T gate (threshold gate) using ECL or current-steering circuit. The T
gate will accept degraded logic level input ( within certain tolerance ) and output the
“standard”  logic level, thus the level will be adjusted and the “standard” logic level will
be maintained from stage to stage in the dynamic shift register. The threshold T gate is
shown in Figure 11. The dynamic memory cell is shown in Figure 12, it consists of two
phase clock and one threshold T gate. The circuit schematic for this cell is depicted in
Figure 13. By using Figure 13 the dynamic shift register can be formed as shown in
Figure 14. In this realization we need two phase clock and the power supply voltage is
10V. The logic levels are 4V, 5V, 6V, 7V representing 0, 1, 2, 3 respectively in quaternary
system.

We used the bipolar parameter which are very close to real processes used in industry. The
computer simulation has shown that for BJT realization of master-slave memory cell the
max delay in worst case is 16ns, when the input changes from the highest level to the
lowest level. The highest possible clock frequency is 20MHZ and the power consumption
is 157mW. The input, output and the clock waveforms are shown in Figure 15.

The concept used here to design quaternary shift register is based on MVL algebra in
general. Therefore these ideas can be extended to a design of other high radix ( 5 or more )
MVL memory cells and high radix shift registers. In practice due to power supply level
limitation, power consumption, noise margin and circuit complexity, the ternary and
quaternary logic systems are most promising MVL systems at the present state of the art.
We compare quaternary shift register and binary shift register as shown in TABLE 6. From
the table, we can see that when we implement the dynamic memory cell by using
quaternary logic, the device counts are reduced by about 25% while the connections are
reduced by about 50% in terms of the number of input and output pins. Also, in BJT
realization, the number of resistors will be greatly reduced. This is very significant in IC
design, because in VLSI environment the fabrication of resistors is even more difficult than
that of transistors. Of course the price we pay for these advantages in quaternary shift
registers is the increase of the gate complexity, the increase in power supply voltage level
and the possible decrease in operating speed(7).



PROPOSED APPLICATION OF QUATERNARY SHIFT REGISTER

In this section we proposed several applications of quaternary shift registers in digital
signal processing and telecommunication systems.

(1)  Non-recursive digital filter realization based on quaternary shift register and MVL
delta modulation.

Since the number of quantization levels in multiple-level delta modulation is usually
restricted to 4 or 8, it is compatible with radix 4 (i.e. quaternary system)(8). In fact
differential quantization of television signal with seven quantization levels has been
reported(9). This “septenary” system has been shown to produce a quality picture under
standard viewing conditions. Thus, the analog signal can easily be coded into radix 4
signed digits through the septenary delta modulation and then it can be processed in
quaternary arithmetic units as shown in Figure 16.

(2)  Application in 4-ary PAM signaling systems

In digital pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) system, the signal amplitude Am takes the
discrete values (levels):

Am  =  2m!1!M   m  =  1, 2, ..... M, (8)

Both M=4 and M=8 are very popular choise in this system(10). If M=4, Am can take
4 values: !3, !1, 1, 3. When we need to process the 4 level signal before pulse amplitude
modulation, quaternary dynamic shift register would be most efficient way to store and
shift this signal. Quaternary adder would be most suitable building block for quaternary
signal processing. There would be no need to convert signal between binary and
quaternary back and forth. Obviously there must be a great savings in device counts,
connections and interconnections.

(3) Quaternary random number generator

Quaternary shift register can also be used to generate pseudo-random sequences, which is
necessary in coherent spread spectrum systems for digital communications(11). The
quaternary pseudo-random generator is shown in Figure 17. Since quaternary signal is easy
to interface with binary signal, and it can carry two binary bit information in one signal
line, using quaternary shift register in PN generator can reduce the number of stages by a
factor of 2 for a certain PN sequence. This will simplify the synthesis of generating PN
sequence as well as circuit structure.



CONCLUSION

A quaternary dynamic memory cell and quaternary shift register based on MVL algebra
has been introduced and discussed. Two implementation of quaternary dynamic memory
cell, using MESFET and BJT technologies, have been presented. Computer simulation
results show the maximum delay time for each of them is 10ns and 16ns, respectively.
These ideas can be extendend to other high radix shift register design. The comparison
between quaternary and binary shift registers implies the possibility of savings in terms of
number of transistors and connections by a factor of 25% and 50%, respectively. Several
applications in digital processing and telecommunication systems are also proposed.
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Figure 1  Basic Cells

Figure 2.  Flip Flop

Figure 3.  Clocked MVL FF



Figure 4.  Master-Slave D Flip-Flop in MVL

Figure 5.  Function Block of Clocked Memory Cell

Figure 6.  Master-Slave FF in MVL



Figure 7  ESFET MIN and W Cates For m.=4  



Figure 8.  GaAs MOSFET Realization of MVL Memory

Figure 9  Input, Output and Clock Waveforms For WESFET Realization

Figure 10  BJT MAX and MIN Gates



Figure 11  BJT Threshold Gate

Figure 12.  BJT Dynamic Memory Cell



Figure 13  BJT Quaternary Memory Circuit



Figure 14.  BJT MAX and MIN Gates

Figure 15  Input, Output and Clock Waveforms For BJT Realization



Figure 16.  Non Recursive Filter Based on MLDM and MVL

Figure 17.  Quaternary Pseudo Random Generater



TABLE 1.  LOGIC CONDITION (1) FOR MVL MEMORY CELL

clock C clock C& X u C Y u C& (X u C) r (Y u C&) mode

high low X low X SET

low high low Y Y BOLD

TABLE 2.  COMPARISON OF TWO REALIZATION METHODS

device conventional method proposed method saving

gate 4 2 50%

gate 4 4 0

complement 2 1 50%

connection 19 14 26%

TABLE 3.  MESFET MAX AND MIN GATE PARAMETERS

gate rise time propagation delay minimum average power per gate

MAX 4.9nS 5.1nS 61mW

MIN 1.0nS 1.1nS 26mW

TABLE 5.  LOGIC CONDITION (2) FOR MVL MEMORY CELL

clock C clock C& X r C Y r C& (X r C) u (Y r C&) mode

high high X high X SET

low low high Y Y BOLD



TABLE 4.  BJT MAX AND MIN GATES

TR1 TR2 VE1 TR3 VE3=OUTPUT

X > Y ON OFF X!0.7 ON X r Y = X

X < Y OFF ON Y!0.7 ON X r Y = Y

X > Y OFF ON Y+0.7 ON X u Y = Y

X < Y ON OFF X+0.7 ON X u Y = X

TABLE 6.  COMPARISON OF BINARY AND QUATERNARY REGISTER

binary
memory cell

quaternary
memory cell savings

G
aA

s 
M

E
SF

E
T

transistor 48 36 25%

diode 24*

output pin 2 1 50%

input pin 6 3 50%

power supply +5V +5V, !5V

B
JT

transistor 48 36 25%

diode 16 0 100%

resistor 64 11 80%

output pin 2 1 50%

input pin 6 3 50%

power supply 5.2V 10V

* used for voltage level shifter


